1
Lucky 7

Bunny Buddies
Ticket Form Number:
Manufacturer:

6150
407994 Ontario Limited D/B/A
Tabco USA

Price:

$0.50

Number of Tickets in Deal:

1760

Top Instant Prize:

$50.00

Payout:

$630.00

Profit:

$250.00

Percent Payback:

71.59%

Total Instant Winners:

132

Overall Odds of Winning:
Approval Date:

1:13.33
January 17 , 2012

Players open three windows on the back of the ticket. Winning symbol combinations are identified on the
front of each ticket. All instant winners are determined by matching three identical symbols. There is a total
of $130 in instant winners in each deal.

INSTANT WINNERS
1 Winner @ $50.00
1 Winner @ $10.00
10 Winners @ $1.00
120 Winners @ $0.50

PAY OUT
VALUES
$50.00
$10.00
$10.00
$60.00

WINNING COMBINATIONS
Bunny + Bunny + Bunny
Egg Basket + Egg Basket + Egg Basket
Carrot + Carrot + Carrot
Cherries + Cherries + Cherries

Bingo Event Instructions
There are also 15 “Hold” tickets that contain a Bunny numbered 1 though 15, inclusive. The Bunny winner
($200) is determined by the first vertical column (the downline) to be called on the bingo board (e.g., for
Bunny 9 to win, the numbers B9, I-24, N-39, G-54 and O-69 would be called prior to any other vertical
column being called.) It is only possible for there to be one “downline” winner of the $200 prize. In the
graphic below, Bunny number 9 was the downline winner.
There are also two other downline winners of $100 each. These winners are the Bunny number one higher
than the initial Bunny winner and the Bunny number one lower than the initial Bunny winner. In the example
above, Bunny numbers 8 and 10 would each win $100. If Bunny 1 was the initial downline winner, Bunnies
15 and 2 would be the $100 winners of the higher and lower Bunny prizes. Similarly, if Bunny 15 was the
initial downline winner, Bunnies 14 and 1 would be $100 winners of the higher and lower Bunny prizes.

There are also a total of 75 bingo ball symbols in each game of Lucky 7 tickets (B1 through O75 inclusive).
There are a total of 25 unique tickets within each game, each bearing three different bingo ball symbols.
When the first ball is called during the bingo game immediately following the sale of the deal of the tickets,
the holder of the ticket that corresponds to that ball will win $100.
Sample Flashboard

